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 1.  Background … 

 4.  Results … 

 3.  Materials and Methods … 

 2.  Purpose … 

This study was designed to determine if a valved 
conserver-type SVN with a reservoir would decrease the 
potential for microbiological contamination in the hospital. 

Patients receiving at least 2 treatments daily had their CII or CII-H devices cultured at the end of each treatment day for 
up to 4 days maximum. After each treatment, residual drug (if any) was poured and shaken out, and the device was stored 
in a plastic bag at the bedside.  
 
The 4 day maximum was chosen because it represents the maximum number of days of use of the CII/CII-H that we 
permit before changing the reservoir bag. Our protocol is to discard and replace the CII/CII-H on Day 7 if the patient is still 
on treatments.  

The Westmed Circulaire II (CII) and Circulaire II Hybrid 
(CII-H) High-Efficiency Aerosol Drug Delivery Systems 
are valved conserver-type SVNs with two different types 
of aerosol reservoirs. The Circulaire II uses a 550 mL 
thin-film reservoir bag while the Circulaire II Hybrid uses 
a 350 mL elastomeric reservoir ball that is detachable for 
easy cleaning in the home.  

Reservoirs cut drug waste and  
substant ia l ly increase drug 
delivery by saving aerosol that is 
generated during the exhalation 
phase, and adding to the nebulizer 
output and inhaled tidal volume on 
the subsequent breath.  Studies 
have shown that very little drug is 
retained in the reservoir but the 
condensation that forms inside 
them raises concerns about their 
potential for contamination.  
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A semi-quantitative scale (rare, light, moderate 
or heavy) was planned to report any growth. 
Representative samples of each type of SVN 
were cultured prior to patient use to rule out 
contamination from the manufacturer. 
 
The study end-point goal was to collect 4 
consecutive days of cultures from 10 patients 
each using both CII and CII-H. Many patients 
remained on treatments for <4 days and thus 
had <4 cultures.  
 
Even though some patients did not remain on 
treatments for a full 4 days, their data was 
included up until their final day of treatments 
(Day 1, Day 2 or  Day 3). 

The nebulizer cup and reservoir 
were cultured using the BBL™ 
CultureSwab™ collection and 
transport system. Blood agar 
plates were inoculated with a 
specimen, streaked for isolation 
and incubated for 48 hours. All 
cultures were obtained by the 
lead author.  
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Daily results are summarized in the table below. Only three cultures showed rare growth but cultures taken from those 
same devices on a subsequent day showed no growth. Cultures from all other nebulizers and reservoirs showed no growth.  

 5.  Conclusion … 

Despite using minimal post-treatment practices, in 252 cultures, no 
significant organism growth was found in either the nebulizer or reservoir of 
the Circulaire II devices.  The rare growth found in 3 SVNs was considered 
insignificant. These findings suggest that the CII and CII-H valved 
conserver devices utilize the internal ‘flapper’ valve design to isolate the 
nebulizer and reservoir and may protect them from contamination. 

Supported by Westmed, Inc. (provided nebulizers) and Long Beach Memorial Medical Center (provided microbiology services). 

Small Volume Nebulizers (SVNs) have long been  
considered at risk for microbiological contamination due 
to their proximity to the patient’s exhaled gas path and 
saliva. Routine use, post–treatment handling and storage 
practices may allow pathogens to proliferate to greater 
colony counts and inoculate the patient with 
contaminated aerosol during subsequent treatments.   
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